
Student Experience Guide
Have you been making the most of Kognity’s features by sending assignments and 
monitoring student engagement, but are curious how these relate to your student’s 
experience of the platform? Find out more about the student experience of Kognity!

When you log in you see all of your subjects in 
one place. You can also send assignments and 

manage your class from here, as well as monitor 
the assignments you have issued.

The subject overview provides teachers with 
a table of contents of topics and subtopics 

covered, as well as a media library with the book’s 
multimedia resources all in one place. In addition, 

the “Manage Class” tab gives you control over 
adding and removing students and co-teachers.

When students log in they see a similar view with 
all of the classes they are enrolled in, though their 
options consist of opening a subject and taking 

assignments that have been issued to them.

The student view also provides students with the 
table of contents, media library, and scheduled 

assignments, with the addition of tools to monitor 
their progress via strength bars and information on 

how much of the content they have completed.
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As a teacher you can view the book to gain an 
understanding of what students see from their 

perspective, as well as access to all the tools they 
have, including the notebook, glossary, and immersive 

reader. You can also print sections if you wish, and 
assign reading and question assignments directly from 

within the content.

Tip: If you wish to see a more uninterrupted view of 
the book subtopics, use the teacher view, located on 
the bottom of the menu bar. This is much better for 

lesson planning!

Teachers can create assignments and 
monitor student completion. Data 

connected to the assignment such as 
individual student performance and class 
trends can be viewed and analysed via 

the “Assignments” tab.

The student view has the same tools on the left 
hand menu bar, which include a table of contents 
of the subtopic they are in, the notebook for active 
reading, a glossary of academic vocabulary, and 
the immersive reader (reading assistance) mode 

which allows for reading accessibility.

When you send an assignment, students receive 
notifications via email and within the platform that 

prompt students to begin the assignment. Students 
then complete reading and question assignments 

from within Kognity. After submission, students can 
view their scores directly.
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You can monitor class and student 
engagement and performance via the 

“Insights” tab, which shows data taken from 
the textbook and questions.

The data you see in the Insights tab comes from 
students taking strength tests and battles in 

the practice centre and by completing section 
questions and assignments.
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